Abstract. Suppose that a sequence of numbers xn (a 'signal') is transmitted through a noisy channel. The receiver observes a noisy version of the signal with additive random fluctuations, xn + ξn, where ξn is a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random variables. Suppose further that the signal is known to come from some fixed space X of possible signals. Is it possible to fully recover the transmitted signal from its noisy version? Is it possible to at least detect that a non-zero signal was transmitted?
1. Introduction 1.1. Let x = {x n } be a sequence of numbers, which we consider as a "signal". Suppose that the signal is transmitted through a noisy channel, and the receiver observes the signal with additive random fluctuations, namely the sequence {x n +ξ n } where the ξ n are independent standard Gaussian random variables. When is it possible for the receiver to recover the original signal from its noisy version?
This type of question has been considered by many authors in different versions, see Section 2. In this work we shall consider a setting which seems to have received little attention. We consider infinite signals, and ask for perfect recovery of the transmitted signal by the receiver. Clearly, for perfect recovery to be possible, the receiver must have some prior information about the transmitted signal. This is imposed by requiring that the signal x belongs to a given class of sequences X , which is known to the receiver.
In addition, there are several possible interpretations to the notion of "recovery" in the random setting. In this paper we focus on almost sure recovery, that is, we require that the receiver may recover every signal from X with probability one. The following definition formalizes these ideas. Definition 1. We say that the space X ⊂ R N admits recovery if there exists a Borel measurable mapping T : R N → R N , such that for each x ∈ X we have T ({x n + ξ n }) = {x n } almost surely.
One may also consider a variant of this problem, in which the receiver is asked merely to detect the existence of a signal in the observed sequence. In other words, one is required only to distinguish noisy versions of signals from "pure noise". Again, our setting differs from most of the existing literature in that we take our signals to be infinite sequences, and ask for almost sure detection.
Definition 2. We say that the space X ⊂ R N admits detection if there exists a Borel measurable mapping T : R N → {0, 1} such that:
(i) For every x ∈ X , we have T ({x n + ξ n }) = 1 almost surely.
(ii) T ({ξ n }) = 0 almost surely.
Similar definitions apply for any countable index set and for complex-valued signals. We discuss these definitions in more detail in Section 2 below.
It is natural to expect that for X to admit recovery, the signals in X should be, in a sense, separated from each other. Indeed, a basic result is that for X to admit recovery, we must have n |x n − y n | 2 = ∞ for every distinct x, y ∈ X .
This may be deduced, for example, from Kakutani's theorem on singularity of product measures [12] . Similarly, a necessary condition for X to admit detection is n |x n | 2 = ∞ for every x ∈ X .
These conditions turn out to also be sufficient if X is a countable space, see Section 5. However, as we will see below, these conditions are not sufficient in general.
In this paper we give both necessary and sufficient conditions for a general space X to admit recovery or detection. These conditions are then used to study several examples. Most of these examples exhibit critical phenomena, in which a sharp transition is made from a regime in which recovery (or detection) is possible to a regime in which it is not.
1.2.
A simple example of an uncountable space which admits recovery is the space of all periodic signals. Our first substantial example shows that recovery may be possible from much larger spaces. Consider a signal {x n }, n ∈ Z, which is the Fourier transform of a measure µ on the circle T = R/Z. The support of µ represents the spectrum of frequencies contained in the signal. Periodic signals thus correspond to atomic measures supported by the roots of unity.
We study spaces of signals obtained by restricting the support of the measure, and show that a sharp transition occurs when the Hausdorff dimension of the support crosses 1/2. We define the dimension of a measure µ as dim(µ) := min{dim(E) : E Borel, |µ|(T \ E) = 0},
where dim(E) is the Hausdorff dimension of E.
Theorem 1.1. Let 0 α 1 and let X be the space of Fourier transforms of all finite, complex measures whose dimension is at most α.
(i) If α < 1/2 then X admits recovery.
(ii) If α > 1/2 then X \ {0} does not admit detection.
This theorem is proved and discussed further in Section 4, see Theorem 4.2. We also prove there a related result, that in the space of all measures supported on a given, fixed set, recovery is possible if and only if this set has Lebesgue measure zero.
1.3.
In Section 6 we study a different type of signal space. Here, the situation is that the amplitudes of the transmitted signal are known to the receiver beforehand, and only the signs, or phases in the complex case, remain unknown. Thus, the amplitudes are given by a sequence {σ n }, and the space consists of signals {x n } satisfying |x n | = σ n . Let us present two examples of this type, which exhibit rather different behavior.
The first space, which we term the "Rademacher space", consists of real signals of the form x n = ±σ n with all possible choices of signs allowed. Certainly, one cannot expect this space to admit recovery since each sign affects only one coordinate (and hence the necessary condition (1) is violated). However, the detection problem still makes sense. Condition (2) implies that σ 2 n = ∞ is a necessary condition for detection, but it turns out that this condition is not sufficient. The following result is true (see Theorem 6.1(i)). Theorem 1.2. The Rademacher space admits detection if and only if σ 4 n = ∞. We also consider different examples, in which the set of possible phases for the signals is restricted in some way. A representative space is the, so termed, "trigonometric space". Here we take {σ n }, n ∈ Z, which we allow also to take complex values. The signals are indexed by a parameter t ∈ T and to each t corresponds the signal x n (t) = e 2πint σ n . In this space the phases are highly correlated and both the detection and recovery problems make sense. One motivation for considering such a space is by noting that if the {σ n } are the Fourier coefficients of some object on the circle (say, a function or a measure), then the trigonometric space consists of the Fourier coefficients for all rotations of this object. Thus, the receiver seeks to recover the unknown rotation from the noisy signal. is larger than b then recovery is possible in the trigonometric space, while if this limit is smaller than a then detection is impossible.
This is proved in Sections 6.5 and 6.6. The non-increasing condition should be understood in the sense that |σ n+1 | |σ n | for n 0, and |σ n−1 | |σ n | for n 0. It is interesting to note that, again, the necessary condition σ 2 n = ∞ is insufficient. However, the sufficient condition is "closer" to this necessary condition than in the case of the Rademacher space, which is an indication of the fact that the trigonometric space is much more restricted. Section 6 contains also other examples in the same spirit.
1.4.
The results presented so far consist of analysis of concrete spaces. We are also interested in establishing useful conditions for detection and recovery from general spaces of signals. Such conditions are presented in Section 5.
The simplest result relating to detection from general spaces relies on the notion of volume growth of the space. Assume that the space X is such that each coordinate x n (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .) may take only finitely many values. Define Proj k (X ) := {(x 1 , . . . , x k ) : x ∈ X }, which is then a finite set. 
then X admits detection.
See Corollary 5.8(i)
. This theorem is sharp in the sense that the constant on the right-hand side of (5) may not be replaced by an arbitrarily large constant. A similar theorem is proved for the recovery problem. We also obtain results which may be used for spaces in which the coordinates x n take infinitely many values. The results yield, for example, the recovery criterion for the trigonometric space presented above.
We also obtain a condition necessary for detection. The condition says, roughly, that a space X does not admit detection if there exists a probability measure on X under which two independent samples are nearly orthogonal. In this sense, a space which admits detection cannot be "large in many different directions". Theorem 1.5. Let X be a Borel subset of R N . Suppose that there is a probability measure P on X such that
x n y n < ∞, where {x n } and {y n } are sampled independently from P . Then X does not admit detection.
This theorem (see Theorem 3.1) is the main tool which we use to prove non-detection results. In particular, it is used to obtain the non-detection results presented earlier in the introduction. The restriction that X is a subset of R N can be made without loss of generality. See Section 3 for more details and for a related theorem giving a condition both necessary and sufficient for detection.
1.5.
If a space X does not admit recovery or detection, it is natural to ask whether this situation could be improved by sufficiently reducing the noise level. Thus one may ask whether recovery becomes possible when the noise added to each coordinate has a sufficiently small variance σ 2 . By scaling, this is equivalent to asking whether recovery is possible from the space 1 σ X := {( 1 σ x n ) : x ∈ X } with the standard noise level.
In Sections 6 and 7 we present examples of spaces X with a "critical signal-to-noise ratio" for detection and recovery. By this we mean that there exists some critical σ c such that X admits recovery when σ < σ c and does not even admit detection when σ > σ c . In the example of Section 7, recovery is also possible at σ c itself.
1.6. Our concept of recovery is related to the concept of disjointness of two dynamical systems as introduced by Furstenberg [6] . Furstenberg showed that in any zero entropy stochastic process there exists a subset of full measure which admits recovery. Here is a special case of this result. Suppose we are given a continuous function f : T d → R and α ∈ T d , and consider signals of the form (f (x + nα)), n 0, indexed by points x ∈ T d . Furstenberg's result implies that recovery is possible from the space of such signals when x is restricted to a subset of full measure of T d . In this case we can strengthen the conclusion and show that recovery is possible from this space also when x ∈ T d is unrestricted. In fact, our results imply that recovery is possible from the much larger space of signals when neither α nor f are specified. More generally, we show that recovery is possible from the space of all almost periodic functions, which includes the above examples as a special case.
Let us state our result precisely. We denote by AP the uniform closure (i.e., closure in the ℓ ∞ norm) of the linear combinations of functions on Z of the form e 2πinθ , θ ∈ T. This is a translation invariant algebra of functions. The following result is proved in Section 8. Theorem 1.6. The space AP admits recovery.
Section 8 also includes a discussion of the larger space of polynomial phase functions. This space is defined as the uniform closure of the linear combinations of functions on Z of the form e 2πip(n) , where p(x) is a real polynomial. It is a translation-invariant algebra of functions, which contains the almost periodic functions. We give an indication of why recovery may be possible from this larger space as well.
1.7.
A natural continuous analogue of our setup is the following. Consider a complex Brownian motion B(t) on the circle T, i.e., a continuous random function defined via the Fourier series
for an independent sequence of standard complex Gaussian random variables {ξ n }. Suppose X is a space of functions on T. Given a function of the form f (t) + B(t) for some f ∈ X , is it possible to recover the function f ? Is it possible to detect that f is non-zero? In other words, given a Brownian motion with a drift taken from a prescribed class, is it possible to identify the precise drift, or at least to detect that it is there? For certain spaces X , such questions may be embedded in our standard setup. Indeed, if f (t) has Fourier series
then recovering f from f + B is equivalent to recovering {x n } from {x n + ξ n }.
1.8. In Section 9 we briefly discuss some variants of our setup, including alternative noise distributions, a notion of detection and recovery which is uniform in the transmitted signal and a notion of partial recovery. The final Section 10 presents several open problems and remarks.
2. Definitions and related works 2.1. In this section we describe our setup in more detail. We are given a countable index set I, typically N or Z. A signal space X is then a subset of R I , in the real case, or a subset of C I , in the complex case. We let (ξ n ), n ∈ I, be a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random variables. This means in the real case that ξ n ∼ N (0, 1), and means in the complex case that the real and imaginary parts of ξ n are distributed as N (0, 1) independently. Thus, our setup is unaffected if we treat complex signals as real signals by putting the real and imaginary parts in separate coordinates. For brevity, we continue the description of the setup in the real case.
We say that the space X admits recovery if there exists a Borel measurable function T : R I → R I with the property that for each x ∈ X , we have T ({x n + ξ n }) = {x n } almost surely. Here, the probability is taken over the noise sequence. We say that the space X admits detection if there exists a Borel measurable function T : R I → {0, 1} satisfying that for every x ∈ X we have T ({x n + ξ n }) = 1 almost surely, and T ({ξ n }) = 0 almost surely.
2.2.
As mentioned in the introduction, the idea of separating signals from noise has been considered previously by many authors (see [9] and references within). Typically, however, it has been considered when the signals have finite length and the detection or recovery probabilities are strictly less than one. In the context of infinite signals, our work is especially related to the work of Ingster, see the book [9] , who considered a similar setup to ours, but focused on the particular case that the signal space X is defined via norm inequalities. Another particular case of our setup has appeared in the work of Arias-Castro, Candés, Helgason and Zeitouni [1] who considered the problem of detecting a trail in a graph, see also in Section 7. A theorem related to our Theorem 1.2 was shown by Kadota and Shepp [10] . In the context of signals with finite length, a problem related to our Theorem 1.1 was considered by Donoho and Jin [4] . Lastly, the effect of introducing feedback in the transmission channel was considered by Polyanskiy, Poor and Verdú [18] .
3. Non-detection via signal randomization 3.1. Suppose that a signal space X admits detection. By definition, this means that there exists a {0, 1}-valued Borel measurable mapping T satisfying that T ({ξ n }) = 0 almost surely, and, for every x ∈ X , T ({x n + ξ n }) = 1 almost surely. Now suppose that we are given a probability measure P on X . It follows from Fubini's theorem that if x is sampled from P , independently of the noise sequence ξ, then it is still true that T ({x n + ξ n }) = 1 almost surely, where now the probability is taken over the product space of x and ξ. Equivalently, the distributions of ξ and x + ξ are mutually singular. It follows that one possibility for showing that X does not admit detection is to find a probability measure P on X such that ξ and x + ξ are not mutually singular. Our next two theorems exploit this fact to present conditions for detection. Theorem 3.1 provides a relatively simple sufficient condition for non-detection. Theorem 3.2 shows that in certain situations, detection may be characterized by this approach, however, with a more complicated condition.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a Borel subset of R N . Suppose that there is a probability measure P on X such that
where {x n } and {y n } are sampled independently from P . Then X does not admit detection.
We make several remarks concerning this theorem. First, by choosing P to be concentrated on a single element, this shows that X ∩ ℓ 2 = ∅ is a necessary condition for detection, as stated in the introduction.
Second, it follows from the proof of the theorem that the sequence of expectations in (6) is non-decreasing with k and hence the lim inf is in fact a lim.
Lastly, as the proof shows, condition (6) is only a sufficient condition for showing that the measures of ξ and x + ξ are non-singular, when x is sampled from P independently of ξ. The precise condition for non-singularity is that a certain martingale converges to a non-zero limit with positive probability, whereas condition (6) is equivalent to the same martingale being bounded in L 2 . More on the gap between these two conditions can be found in Section 7.3. The advantage of condition (6), however, is that it is simple to check in many applications.
Clearly, the choice of index set for the coordinates of X makes no difference to the possibility of detection from X . Thus one may replace R N in the above theorem by R Z , or replace the sum from 1 to k by sums over arbitrary sets increasing to the whole index set. Similarly, for complex-valued signals condition (6) generalizes to
x n y n < ∞ by identifying the complex-valued signal space with a real-valued signal space as explained in Section 2.
The next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for detection, in terms of the possible probability measures on X . The proof was explained to us by Boris Tsirelson [22] , following our question to him. Theorem 3.2. Let X be a compact subset of R N . Then X admits detection if and only if for every probability measure P on X , if x is sampled from P independently of ξ, then the distributions of ξ and x + ξ are mutually singular.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
It is sufficient to show that the distributions of the random sequences {ξ n } and {x n + ξ n }, where {x n } is sampled from P independently of {ξ n }, are not mutually singular. Indeed, if it is possible to detect a signal from X via some {0, 1}-valued Borel measurable mapping T , then, using Fubini's theorem, the event {T = 0} has full measure under {ξ n } and zero measure under {x n +ξ n }. The following lemma gives a criterion for mutual singularity.
Lemma 3.3 (see, e.g., [5, p. 242] ). Let Q, R be two probability measures on a measurable space (Ω, F). Let {F k } be an increasing sequence of σ-fields generating F, and let Q k , R k be the restrictions to F k of Q, R respectively. Suppose that R k is absolutely continuous with respect to Q k , and let f k := dR k /dQ k . Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the measures Q, R to be mutually singular is that f k → 0 Q-almost surely as k → ∞.
In the notation of the lemma, we take (Ω, F) to be the set R N equipped with its Borel σ-field. The elements of Ω will be denoted by z = {z n }. Let F k ⊂ F denote the Borel σ-field generated by the projections onto the coordinates z n with 1 n k. Let Q be the distribution on Ω of the noise sequence ξ = {ξ n }, and R be the distribution of the random sequence {x n + ξ n }, where {x n } is sampled from P independently of {ξ n }. Let also Q k and R k be the restrictions to F k of the measures Q and R respectively.
When needed to avoid ambiguity, the expectations with respect to the distributions of {ξ n } and {x n } will be denoted by E ξ and E x , respectively. We will similarly use P ξ and P x . Theorem 3.1 will follow from Lemma 3.3 if we show that the Radon-Nikodym derivative f k = dR k /dQ k does not tend to zero Q-almost surely as k → ∞, or equivalently, that the random variable f k (ξ) does not tend to zero almost surely. We will show in Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 below that f k exists and satisfies
where {x n } and {y n } are sampled independently from P . By the Paley-Zygmund inequality (see, e.g., [11, p. 8] ),
Thus, under the condition (6), this probability is bounded below uniformly on some subsequence k j → ∞ and hence f k (ξ) does not tend to 0 almost surely, as required.
It remains only to prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.4. R k is absolutely continuous with respect to Q k , and the Radon-Nikodym derivative
where {x n } is sampled from P .
Proof. The measures Q k , R k are both absolutely continuous with respect to the product Lebesgue measure in the coordinates 1 n k, and they are given by
Hence the Radon-Nikodym derivative f k exists and satisfies (8) .
Lemma 3.5. The random variable f k (ξ) satisfies (7).
Proof. The fact that the expectation of f k (ξ) is equal to 1 follows from the definition of f k as the Radon-Nikodym derivative dR k /dQ k . To calculate the second moment, we use Lemma 3.4 to obtain
where {x n } and {y n } are sampled independently from P . Thus
where we have used the independence of the ξ n . Formula (7) now follows upon observing that
Although not necessary for the above proof, it is instructive to make the following observations. Note that, by definition, the sequence (f k (ξ)) is a positive martingale and hence converges almost surely. Since E f k (ξ) = 1, a sufficient condition for the limit to not be identically zero is that the martingale be uniformly integrable (in fact, it also implies that R is absolutely continuous with respect to Q). Our proof establishes this by showing that under condition (6), (f k (ξ)) is even bounded in L 2 . Finally, recalling that the square of a martingale is a submartingale we see that E f k (ξ) 2 is non-decreasing in k. Thus the lim inf in (6) may be replaced by a lim.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.2. The only if part of the theorem was explained in the beginning of the section. Therefore we focus on proving the if part. The proof uses Sion's minimax theorem, a special case of which we now cite. Since X is compact, the space of probability measures on X is convex and compact, under the topology of weak convergence of measures. For each probability measure P on X , letP be the probability measure on R N obtained as the distribution of x + ξ, where x is sampled from P , independently of ξ. Let K be the space of all probability measuresP as P ranges over all probability measures on X . It follows that K is convex and compact (under the same topology), since the mapping P →P is linear and continuous. Now, fix ε > 0 and let V ε be the space of continuous functions g :
ε. Observe that V ε is a convex subset of the space of bounded continuous functions on R N (with the sup-norm). Let f : K × V ε → R be the expectation operator, defined by f (P , g) := g dP . Since f is a bilinear continuous mapping, we may apply Theorem 3.6 and conclude that
Now, if we assume that the distribution of ξ is singular to every measureP in K, then the left-hand side of (10) equals 1. Thus, the right-hand side also equals 1, and we conclude that there exists a function g ∈ V ε such that
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, this implies that there exists a sequence of continuous functions g n :
and miñ
Define a sequence of measurable functions h n :
. Then h n (x) g n (x) and hence it follows that E h n (ξ) 2 −n . On the other hand, by the second inequality in (11) , it follows that h n dP 1 − 2 −n+1 for allP ∈ K. Finally, since h n (x) is an increasing, bounded sequence of functions, it converges to a measurable limit h : R N → [0, 1] satisfying E h(ξ) = 0 and miñ
We may thus use h to show that X admits detection. Indeed, given a noisy signal z we may distinguish the two cases z = ξ and z = x + ξ for some x ∈ X according to whether h(z) = 0 or h(z) = 1. To see this, observe that if z = ξ then by (12) , P(h(z) = 0) = 1, where the probability is over ξ. In addition, if z = x + ξ for some x ∈ X then, since the distribution of z is in K, (12) implies that P(h(z) = 1) = 1.
Fourier transforms and Hausdorff dimension
4.1. In this section we consider signals which are Fourier transforms of finite, complex Borel measures on the circle group T = R/Z. The Fourier transform { µ(n)} of a measure µ on T is given by
We say that µ is carried by a Borel set E if |µ|(T \E) = 0. Our motivating idea is that measures carried by "small" subsets of the circle will have some "redundancy" in their Fourier transforms. Thus we may hope that by restricting to measures with small support, in various senses, we will obtain spaces of signals admitting recovery.
In the first part of the section we consider the space of Fourier transforms of all measures carried by a given subset E of the circle. We show that this space admits recovery if E has Lebesgue measure zero. It is easy to see that this condition is sharp: if E has positive Lebesgue measure, then distinct measures on E may differ by an L 2 function, violating the necessary condition (1) by Parseval's equality. Similarly, if E has positive Lebesgue measure, the space will not admit detection since condition (2) will be violated.
In the second part of the section we consider all measures which are carried by sets of Hausdorff dimension no larger than a given number α. We find that this space admits recovery if α < 1/2 and does not even admit detection if α > 1/2. The case α = 1/2 is left open. In what follows mes(E) denotes the Lebesgue measure of E and dim(µ) is the dimension of a measure µ defined in (3). (ii) If mes(E) > 0 then F E \ {0} does not admit detection. (ii) If α > 1/2 then F α \ {0} does not admit detection.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proofs of these two theorems.
Integration of noisy signals.
To each Borel set E ⊂ T we associate the random variable
The sum converges in L 2 and almost surely. Recalling that in our convention E |ξ 0 | 2 = 2 when the noise is complex, we see that ξ(E) is a centered complex Gaussian random variable with E |ξ(E)| 2 = 2 mes(E).
Intuitively, ξ(E) is the "integral" over E of the formal Fourier series ξ n e 2πint , which may be seen as white noise on the circle. 
for every complex Borel measure µ on T.
Proof. We choose a sequence ψ j of smooth functions on T such that
This is possible since E is either an open or closed set. The mapping T E is defined by
where, if the limit does not exist, we define T E (y) = 0. It is simple to check that this is a Borel measurable mapping. Let us first show that T E ( µ) = E dµ for any complex Borel measure µ on T. Indeed, since ψ j is smooth, we have
where the series on the left-hand side converges absolutely. Now, the bounded convergence theorem implies that T E ( µ) = E dµ.
Next, we show that T E (ξ) = ξ(E) almost surely. Observe that
converges almost surely and defines a complex Gaussian random variable. Moreover,
An application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma shows that η j → ξ(E) almost surely. Finally, the lemma follows from the linearity of T E .
4.3.
Recovery when the support is known. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us fix a Borel set E ⊂ T. Part (ii) of the theorem has already been explained so it remains to prove Part (i).
We thus suppose that E has Lebesgue measure zero, and take a signal from F E , which is of the form { µ(n)} where µ is a Borel measure carried by E. The noisy version of the signal will be denoted by y(n) = µ(n) + ξ(n).
We need a recovery algorithm for µ(n). Certainly it suffices to present such an algorithm for µ(0) = dµ, since the noise distribution and the support of the measure are unchanged when shifting y. We choose a sequence of open sets U j such that E ⊂ U j and mes(U j ) < j −2 . Our recovery procedure consists of calculating
where T U j is given by Lemma 4.3 and, if the limit does not exist, we define T (y) = 0. Certainly T is a Borel measurable mapping since T U j is Borel measurable for every j. We claim that, almost surely,
for every measure µ carried by E. Indeed, by Lemma 4.3, almost surely,
for every measure µ carried by E. Thus the claim follows by noting that, almost surely,
which follows from our assumption that mes(U j ) < j −2 and the Borel-Cantelli lemma.
4.4.
Recovery with unknown support. Proof of part (i) of Theorem 4.2. As F α is increasing in α it suffices to prove part (i) with replaced by < in the definition of F α . Fix
2 N ] will be called a dyadic interval of rank N , and we denote rank(I) = N . We denote by D N the family of all sets which are unions of dyadic intervals of rank N . We also define
where c > 0 is a constant depending only on α.
Proof. We recall that if Z is a complex Gaussian random variable, with independent real and imaginary parts of variance σ 2 , then
Observe that
where we have used the inequality n k n k valid for n, k 1. Since for each E ∈ D α N we have E |ξ(E)| 2 2 1−(1−α)N , a union bound using (14) gives
−α)N finishes the proof.
Define a random variable
and observe that by the Borel-Cantelli lemma and the previous lemma, Z N exp(−cN ) for all but finitely many N , with probability one.
As before, the noisy signal has the form (13), where now µ is a complex measure carried by a Borel set E of Hausdorff dimension < α. We need a recovery algorithm for µ(n). Certainly it suffices to present such an algorithm for µ(0) = dµ.
A complex measure µ has a unique decomposition
where each µ j is a positive measure, where µ 1 and µ 2 are mutually singular, and the same for µ 3 and µ 4 . We describe an algorithm for recovering dµ 1 . One may recover dµ j in a similar way. The recovery algorithm is as follows. Given N 1 < N 2 , let Ω N 1 ,N 2 denote the (finite) family of all sets E admitting a representation of the form E = ∪I j where each I j is a dyadic interval with N 1 rank(I j ) N 2 , and such that |I j | α 1. We define the mapping T (y) := lim sup
where T E is the mapping given by Lemma 4.3. Here, Re(z) denotes the real part of a complex number z. Certainly T is a Borel measurable mapping since T E is Borel measurable for every E.
We claim that, almost surely,
for any complex Borel measure µ carried by a Borel set S of Hausdorff dimension < α. We now prove (18) . We start with a deterministic lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let µ be a complex Borel measure, carried by a Borel set S of Hausdorff dimension < α. Then lim sup
Proof. We first note that for any Borel set E,
Since µ 1 and µ 2 are mutually singular, there exist two disjoint Borel sets S 1 , S 2 ⊂ S such that µ 1 is carried by S 1 and µ 2 is carried by S 2 . Given ε > 0 we choose two compact sets K 1 ⊂ S 1 and
Given N 1 , since K 1 is compact and has Hausdorff dimension < α we may cover it by a finite number of dyadic intervals (I j ) such that |I j | α 1, rank(I j ) N 1 and I j ∩ K 2 = ∅ for all j. Then the set E = ∪I j belongs to Ω N 1 ,N 2 for some N 2 and
Since N 1 and ε are arbitrary, the lemma follows.
Lemma 4.6. Given N 1 < N 2 , almost surely,
We may choose a representation E = ∪I N j where each I N j is a dyadic interval of rank N , N 1 N N 2 , the I N j have disjoint interiors, and
Since the E N are disjoint up to measure zero, we have, almost surely,
Finally, the lemma follows from the definition (16) 
It follows from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6 that for any N 1 < N 2 , almost surely,
for every complex Borel measure µ. The equality (18) now follows from Lemma 4.5 and (17), proving the correctness of the recovery algorithm and completing the proof of part (i) of Theorem 4.2.
4.5. Non-detection with unknown support. Proof of part (ii) of Theorem 4.2. In this section we prove that F α does not admit detection when α > 1/2, establishing part (ii) of Theorem 4.2. The result will follow from our general non-detection condition (Theorem 3.1). However, it will be convenient to apply the condition not to the space F α directly but to the space W α (defined below) of Walsh transforms of the corresponding measures. As we will prove, detection in the space W α is equivalent to detection in F α .
Let q 2 be a fixed integer. Each non-negative integer n admits a unique representation in base q in the form
Similarly, any t ∈ [0, 1) admits an expansion
We let {w n (t)}, n 0, denote the Walsh functions in base q, defined by
As a convention we define w n (t) to be continuous from the right, avoiding ambiguity when t admits two different expansions (20) . It is well-known that the Walsh system {w n (t)} forms a complete orthonormal system in the space L 2 (T). If µ is a finite measure on T then it is uniquely determined by its Walsh coefficients
To avoid confusion, in this section we will denote the Fourier coefficients of µ by
where e n (t) = exp(2πint). We will use the following property of the Walsh system in base q. If f (t) is an integrable function on T then the partial sum
is constant on each q-adic interval j/q s , (j + 1)/q s and coincides there with the mean value of f on this interval. In particular, if f is continuous on T then the sums (21) converge to f uniformly as s → ∞.
The following proposition shows that detection of Fourier coefficients is equivalent to detection of Walsh coefficients. Intuitively, this follows from the fact that the change-of-basis operator between two orthonormal bases of ℓ 2 is unitary, and from the fact that the distribution of a sequence of independent standard Gaussian random variables is preserved under unitary transformations. Proof. Let T be a detection mapping for F A . According to (21) , the exponential function e n (t), n ∈ Z, admits an expansion e n (t) = lim
uniformly convergent on T. We define a measurable mapping S from C ∞ to C ∞ by S(y) := y ′ , where
c nk y k if the limit exists, otherwise y ′ may be arbitrarily defined (e.g., by taking limsup, etc.). Let y n = µ, w n + ξ n be a noisy version of a signal in W A . Then by (22),
On the other hand, the limit
exists almost surely and defines a sequence of random variables {ξ ′ n } which are also Gaussian and independent due to the unitarity of the operator {c nk }. It follows that y ′ = S(y) is a noisy version of the Fourier transform of µ. Hence it is clear that T • S provides a detection mapping for the space W A .
Remark. One can show that also the converse to Proposition 4.7 holds, namely, detection in the space W A implies detection in F A . This can be proved in a similar way, exchanging the roles of the Walsh system {w n } and the trigonometric system {e n }. One may need to replace the q-adic partial sums in (22) by Fejér sums in the corresponding representation of w n (t) by a trigonometric series, in order to justify the corresponding (23) . We leave the details to the reader. We also remark that similarly one can show that recovery in the spaces F A and W A is equivalent, in the same way.
Let W α consist of the Walsh transforms of all positive measures µ, such that µ is carried by a Borel set of Hausdorff dimension α. In view of Proposition 4.7, it will be enough to prove that detection is not possible in W α if α > 1/2. This will be done below, based on Theorem 3.1.
Given α > 1/2, we will construct a probability distribution on the space of measures µ on T which are carried by a set of Hausdorff dimension α. We choose and fix two positive integers q = q(α) and p = p(α), such that
We partition the interval [0, 1) into q consecutive intervals of equal length, and choose p of them randomly and uniformly among the q p possible choices. We thus obtain a system {I 1 j } of p intervals, each of length 1/q. To each one of these intervals we apply a similar procedure: we partition each I 1 j into q equal length intervals, and choose p of them randomly and independently of the other choices. We obtain a system {I 2 j } of p 2 intervals of length 1/q 2 each. Continuing this way, on the k'th stage we obtain a (random) system {I k j } of p k intervals of length 1/q k . It follows that the set
is a (random) subset of T whose Hausdorff dimension is not greater than log p/ log q (in fact, the dimension equals log p/ log q almost surely, but we do not use this). According to (24) , the Hausdorff dimension of E is < α.
The set E carries a natural probability measure µ, which by definition assigns mass 1/p k to each one of the intervals {I k j } of the k'th step. By considering the Walsh transform (in base q) of this measure, x n = µ, w n , as a random element of W α , we obtain a probability distribution P on W α .
where x and y are sampled independently from the measure P above.
Part (ii) of Theorem 4.2 follows from Propositions 4.7, 4.8 and Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 4.8. Let {x n = µ, w n } and {y n = ν, w n } be the Walsh transforms of two measures µ and ν, respectively, constructed using two independent iterations of the random process above. For each k, the partial sums
are constant on each of the intervals chosen on the k'th step of the construction, and are equal to ( q p ) k on these intervals. By Parseval's equality,
where Z k is the number of intervals of the k'th step common to both µ and ν. By the definition of the random process above, the random variable Z 1 has the hypergeometric distribution, obtained when sampling p times without replacement from an urn with q balls, of which p balls are red and q − p balls are black, and counting the number of red balls sampled. By the same definition, the random variable Z k has the distribution of the population size at the k'th generation of a Galton-Watson branching process, whose offspring distribution has the law of Z 1 .
These observations allow us to conclude (25) easily using the theory of branching processes. Indeed, the expected number of offsprings is
according to (24) . Thus, the expectation in (25) can be expressed as E exp(W k ), where W k is the normalized population size, 
Taking expectations of both sides we obtain
A result of Harris [8, Thm. 3.4] implies that the moment generating function E exp(θW ), θ 0, of the limit W is finite everywhere, whenever the Galton-Watson process is super-critical and has an offspring distribution with finite support. This result yields that the right-hand side of the above inequality is finite, and since it is independent of k, this proves (25).
General detection and recovery
In this section we present conditions for signal spaces to admit detection and recovery. We start by describing operations on spaces which preserve the properties of admitting detection or recovery. We then present explicit detection and recovery algorithms applicable to a variety of signal spaces.
5.1. New spaces from old. Suppose X consists of just one signal x. It was already mentioned in the introduction that if x ∈ ℓ 2 then X does not admit detection. This follows from Kakutani's theorem on singularity of product measures [12] and is also a consequence of our Theorem 1.5. In the converse direction, if x / ∈ ℓ 2 then X admits detection. This can be deduced, for example, from Theorem 1.4 (to be proved later, see Corollary 5.8 (i)). It is useful, however, to describe an explicit detection map for this case. Assume without loss of generality that x ∈ R N . Declare that an observed noisy signal z is pure noise (that is, z = ξ) if and only if lim sup
Observing that the random walk ( n N x n ξ n ) N 1 has the same distribution as (B( n N x 2 n )) N 1 , where B is a standard Brownian motion, the validity of this detection map follows from the law of the iterated logarithm or the law of large numbers for Brownian motion. Now consider the case that X consists of exactly two signals x, y. By subtracting x from the observed signal we see that X admits recovery if and only if X ′ := {y − x} admits detection. Thus we conclude that X admits recovery if and only if x − y / ∈ ℓ 2 and we may obtain an explicit recovery map by replacing x with x−y in the condition (26). An immediate consequence of the next proposition is that these results extend to countable signal spaces. Precisely, a countable space X admits detection if and only if X ∩ ℓ 2 = ∅ and it admits recovery if and only if (X − X )∩ ℓ 2 = {0}.
Proposition 5.1. Let (X i ), i ∈ N, be signal spaces on the same index set and X = ∪X i .
(i) X admits detection if and only if each X i admits detection.
(ii) If X admits recovery then each of the spaces X i admits recovery.
(iii) Suppose that each of the spaces X i is a Borel set. If each of the spaces X i admits recovery and |x n − y n | 2 = ∞ for every distinct x, y ∈ X then X admits recovery.
Proof. Since X i ⊂ X for each i, it is clear that if X admits detection or recovery then so does X i . Suppose now that each X i admits detection and let T i be the corresponding detection function. It is simple to check that the mapping T defined by T (z) := 1 − (1 − T i (z)) defines a detection function for X . Now suppose that each X i admits recovery and that (X − X ) ∩ ℓ 2 = {0}. Let T i be the recovery function for each X i . Denote by T x,y the recovery function for the two-point space {x, y} which arises from (26). Observe that T x,y is Borel measurable jointly in its argument and in the pair x, y. Suppose that z is the observed noisy signal from the space X and set x i := T i (z). Let I := {i : x i ∈ X i }. It follows that, almost surely, z = x i 0 + ξ for some i 0 ∈ I. By our assumptions,
∈ ℓ 2 whenever i, j ∈ I, i = j. Hence, almost surely, i 0 is the unique i ∈ I for which
Finally, we may obtain a recovery function T for X by setting T (z) to equal x i for the unique i ∈ I satisfying (27), if such an i exists, and setting T (z) to be an arbitrary fixed sequence otherwise. The properties of the recovery functions T i , T x i ,x j and the assumption that each X i is Borel ensure that T is indeed a Borel measurable recovery function.
We may use the above ideas to formalize the intuitive fact that detection is easier than recovery.
Proposition 5.2. Let X be a signal space satisfying X ∩ ℓ 2 = ∅. If X admits recovery then X admits detection.
Proof. Let T be the recovery function for X . Write D x for the detection function from the one-point space {x} which arises from (26). Declare that an observed signal z is pure noise if either T (z) ∈ ℓ 2 or D T (z) (z) = 0. It is simple to check, using that ℓ 2 is a Borel set, that this defines a valid detection function for X .
In our setup we take the same noise level for all coordinates. I.e., our noise is a standard Gaussian for all coordinates. Suppose instead that we replace the noise ξ n in coordinate n by σ n ξ n for some positive sequence {σ n }. Upon observing the noisy signal {x n + σ n ξ n }, the receiver may scale each coordinate and obtain the signal { 1 σn x n +ξ n }. Thus, changing the noise level is equivalent to scaling the signal space X . It seems intuitively clear that reducing the noise level should make the tasks of recovery and detection easier. The next proposition makes this precise.
Proposition 5.3. Let X be a signal space and {c n } be a sequence such that c n 1 for all n. Let X c := {{c n x n } : x ∈ X }.
(i) If X admits detection then X c admits detection.
(ii) If X admits recovery then X c admits recovery.
Proof. Suppose X admits recovery via the function T and let us show that X c admits recovery. Let z be the observed noisy signal and suppose that z n = c n x n + ξ n for some x ∈ X . Let {ξ ′ n } be an independent noise sequence, i.e., a sequence of independent standard normal random variables, independent of ξ. Observe that the sequence z ′ defined by
has the same distribution as {x n + ξ n }. Thus, almost surely (on the product space of ξ and ξ ′ ), T (z ′ ) = x. Hence we may define the recovery function T ′ for X c as follows. Given z, we consider the random sequence z ′ defined by (28). Then we set T ′ (z) = x for x defined by x n = E(T (z ′ ) n ), where the expectation is over ξ ′ (or we set x n to zero, say, if the expectation does not exist). The fact that T ′ is a recovery function for X c follows from the above arguments by Fubini's theorem. This establishes the second part of the proposition. The proof of the first part is analogous.
As a corollary we deduce that there exists a critical noise level for detection and recovery. Precisely, for any space X there exists some 0 c d ∞ such that if 0 < c < c d then cX := {{cx n } : x ∈ X } does not admit detection and if c d < c < ∞ then cX admits detection. An analogous threshold exists for recovery from cX . Theorem 1.3 and the example in Section 7 show that these thresholds may sometimes be strictly between zero and infinity.
Another natural way to combine spaces is via a product construction. Given two spaces X 1 and X 2 one may form the product space
and consider the recovery and detection problems for it (under noise of the form (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) with ξ 1 and ξ 2 being independent sequences of independent standard Gaussian random variables).
Proposition 5.4. Let X 1 and X 2 be non-empty signal spaces.
(i) X 1 × X 2 admits detection if and only if at least one of X 1 and X 2 admits detection.
(ii) X 1 × X 2 admits recovery if and only if both X 1 and X 2 admit recovery.
Proof. It is clear that if both X 1 and X 2 admit recovery then X 1 × X 2 admits recovery since we may apply the recovery mappings of X 1 and X 2 separately to the relevant coordinates of the signals in the product space. It is similarly clear that if at least one of X 1 and X 2 admits detection then also X 1 × X 2 admits detection. Now suppose that X 1 × X 2 admits recovery, via the mapping T , and let us prove that X 1 , say, admits recovery. Let z 1 be the observed noisy signal from the space X 1 and write z 1 = x 1 + ξ 1 for some x 1 ∈ X 1 and a noise sequence ξ 1 . Fix some x 2 ∈ X 2 . Let ξ 2 be a noise sequence, suitable for X 2 and independent of ξ 1 , and define z 2 = x 2 + ξ 2 . Observe that, by Fubini's theorem and the properties of T , almost surely with respect to
Thus, in particular, almost surely with respect to
yielding a recovery mapping for X 1 . Now suppose that X 1 × X 2 admits detection, via the mapping T . Let, again, ξ 1 and ξ 2 be independent noise sequences suitable for X 1 and X 2 respectively. Consider first the possibility that there exists some x 1 ∈ X 1 such that with positive probability with respect to ξ 1 , P(T (
We claim that, consequently, X 2 admits detection. Indeed, suppose that z 2 is an observed noisy signal, where either z 2 = ξ 2 or z 2 = x 2 + ξ 2 for some x 2 ∈ X 2 . We may decide between these possibilities by declaring z 2 to be pure noise if and only if E(T (x 1 + ξ 1 , z 2 ) | z 2 ) < 1. It is simple to check, using (29), Fubini's theorem and the properties of T , that this defines a valid detection map for X 2 . Now suppose that (29) is violated, which is to say that for every x 1 ∈ X 1 , almost surely with respect to ξ 1 , P(T (
We claim that, consequently, X 1 admits detection. Indeed, suppose now that z 1 is an observed noisy signal, where either z 1 = ξ 1 or z 1 = x 1 + ξ 1 for some x 1 ∈ X 1 . We may decide between these possibilities by declaring z 1 to be pure noise if and only if E(T (z 1 , ξ 2 ) | z 1 ) = 0. Again, (30), Fubini's theorem and the properties of T ensure that this defines a valid detection map for X 1 .
We remark that using an analogous proof one may show that if X is a product of countably many non-empty signal spaces X i then X admits recovery if and only if each of the X i admits recovery. However, it is no longer true that if X admits detection then at least one of the X i admits detection. For instance, if X i = {x i } for a single signal x i ∈ ℓ 2 then each of the X i does not admit detection (since the necessary condition (2) is violated), but noting that X contains only a single signal we see that X admits detection if i x i 2 2 = ∞.
General detection and recovery algorithms.
In this section we propose general algorithms for detection and recovery and study conditions for them to apply to a given space X .
Our algorithms depend on the following input: For each k 1, let f k : R N × R N → R be a continuous function with respect to the product topology on R N . One may think of f k (x, z) as a measure of the similarity of x and z, assigning a "score" to the possibility that z is a noisy version of x, with this "score" taking into account more and more information about x and z as k increases. A concrete example of such functions is given by (33) below.
We denote by O x the set of open sets in the product topology on R N which contain a given point x.
We now describe the general recovery algorithm from a space X . Given a noisy signal z ∈ R N we say that x ∈ X is a candidate if
We note that the number of candidates is necessarily either zero or one. We define the recovery mapping T by T (z) = x if x is the (unique) candidate, and by T (z) = 0 if there are no candidates. We mention the useful fact that if d is an arbitrary metric on R N generating the product topology then x ∈ X is a candidate if and only if
f k (y, z) for all but finitely many k. is also lower semi-continuous, and in particular Borel. Define the sets
which are Borel by the above. Observe that (x, z) ∈ Ω j,k if and only if
Hence x is a candidate for a noisy signal z if and only if x ∈ X and (x, z) ∈ Ω.
Finally, to see that T is Borel it suffices to show that for any Borel set A ⊂ R N \ {0} the set
is Borel, where P is the projection mapping P (x, z) = z. This follows from a theorem of descriptive set theory (see, e.g., [14, Theorem 15 .1]) which states that if B is a Borel subset of R N × R N such that P is one-to-one on B then P (B) is Borel.
For a space X to admit recovery via the above algorithm, it is necessary and sufficient that for every x ∈ X and every U ∈ O x , almost surely,
To obtain a concrete test, we need to specify the functions f k . Since the f k measure the similarity of x and z "at level k", a natural choice is
The functions f k are essentially the log-likelihood of seeing the first k coordinates of the noisy signal z when the original signal is x. It is also sometimes useful in applications to consider a fixed subsequence of k's. This yields the following statement.
Theorem 5.6. Let X be a Borel subset of R N , and {k j } be an increasing sequence tending to infinity. Suppose that for every x ∈ X and every U ∈ O x , almost surely,
Then X admits recovery (via the above recovery mapping).
We now describe our general detection algorithm from a space X , which relies on similar principles. Given a noisy signal z ∈ R N we declare that it is pure noise if
Otherwise we declare that z is a noisy version of a signal from X . The fact that this detection mapping is Borel measurable, whenever X is Borel, follows similarly to the proof of Lemma 5.5 above.
Let us specialize to the choice (33) of the functions (f k ). We have the following statement.
Theorem 5.7. Let X be a Borel subset of R N \ {0}. Suppose that for every U ∈ O 0 , almost surely,
Then X admits detection (via the above detection mapping).
Proof. Suppose first that z = ξ is pure noise. It is simple to check that condition (35) is equivalent to condition (36) for the choice (33) of the functions (f k ). Thus the above detection algorithm will declare z to be pure noise.
Next, we show that X ∩ ℓ 2 = ∅. Indeed, suppose that y ∈ X ∩ ℓ 2 . Then ∞ n=1 ξ n y n converges almost surely to a centered Gaussian random variable. Moreover, with positive probability,
which contradicts our assumption that (36) holds with probability one.
Finally, suppose that z = y + ξ for some y ∈ X . Let us show that, almost surely,
This will imply that the detection algorithm will declare z to be a noisy version of a signal. Substituting the definition of z and the (f k ) into (37) yields the equivalent condition
ξ n y n for all but finitely many k.
To verify this condition let B(t) be a standard Brownian motion and observe that the random walk ( k n=1 ξ n y n ) k has the same distribution as (B( k n=1 y 2 n )) k . Thus, since y 2 n = ∞, condition (38) follows from the law of the iterated logarithm or the law of large numbers for Brownian motion.
The above general tests connect the notions of recovery and detection with the general theory of extrema of Gaussian processes. This allows to give conditions for detection and recovery using notions from the general theory, such as metric entropy, the Dudley integral and the generic chaining (see, e.g., [21] ). We illustrate this possibility in its simplest manifestation, for spaces with only finitely many possible values in each coordinate. For such spaces one can give very simple, albeit imprecise, conditions for detection and recovery based on volume growth. Denote by Proj k (X ) the projection of the space X to the first k coordinates, i.e.,
Corollary 5.8. Let X be a Borel subset of R N or C N .
(ii) Let {k j } be an increasing sequence tending to infinity. Let X x i := {y ∈ X : (y 1 , . . . , y i ) = (x 1 , . . . , x i )}. Suppose that for every x ∈ X and every i 1,
inf
Then X admits recovery.
We remark that the conditions in the corollary are sharp, in the sense that the constant 1 8 cannot be raised to an arbitrarily large value. This can be seen from the results in Section 6 or Section 7. We remark also that the first part of the corollary remains true (with an analogous proof) if one changes condition (40) into the weaker condition that for every
However, this modified statement can in fact be deduced from the current statement by using the decomposition X := ∪ (X \ U ), where the union is over U in a countable basis for O 0 , and applying Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Corollary 5.8. (i) The case that X ⊆ C N follows from the case that X ⊆ R N by writing each complex number as two reals. Thus we suppose that X ⊆ R N . We claim that the assumptions imply that with probability one, sup
This will imply (36) due to the fact that for any
n > 0 for all sufficiently large k.
Thus, Theorem 5.7 shows that X admits detection. Define the events
The fact that P(lim inf k→∞ Ω k ) lim inf k→∞ P(Ω k ) together with our assumption that | Proj k (X )| < ∞ for all k will imply (42) once we show that lim inf
To see (43), denote
and observe first that lim sup
This is clear if X is finite since X ∩ ℓ 2 = ∅, and follows also if X is infinite by (40). Denoting by G a standard normal random variable we have
Thus, by standard estimates for normal random variables,
for some universal constant c > 0. Hence (44) implies (43), from which the first part of the corollary follows.
(ii) We may again suppose WLOG that X ⊆ R N . We claim that the assumptions imply that for every x ∈ X and every i, with probability one, sup
for all but finitely many j.
This will imply (34) due to the fact that for any U ∈ O x , X x i ⊆ X \ U for some i = i(x, U ). Thus, Theorem 5.6 shows that X admits recovery. Now, to see that (46) holds, observe that if we define
then, just as in the proof of (45), we have
for some universal constant c > 0. Thus, (46) follows from (41) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma.
We end the section with two remarks. First, we briefly comment on the optimality of the above tests. It is natural to ask whether every space X admitting recovery or detection satisfies the conditions of Theorems 5.6 or 5.7, respectively. This is not the case, at least for the detection problem. Indeed, Theorem 1.2 (to be proved later, see Proposition 6.2) shows that if σ = {σ n } is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying σ 4 n = ∞ then the "Rademacher space", X (σ) = {x : x n = ±σ n for all n} admits detection. Now note that for every possible noise ξ there exists a y ∈ X (σ) for which the sign of y n equals the sign of ξ n for all n. Plugging this y in condition (36) of Theorem 5.7 shows that if the theorem is to apply to X (σ) then, in particular, almost surely,
However, it is simple to check that if σ n → 0 and ∞ n=1 σ n = ∞ then (47) is almost-surely violated. Thus, there exist spaces admitting detection to which Theorem 5.7 does not apply. It may be worth mentioning though, that the detection test used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 still uses the notion of likelihood but in a different manner than in Theorem 5.7, see the remark after the proof of Proposition 6.2. We expect that Theorem 5.6 is similarly non-optimal, though we do not present an example to this end. Nevertheless, the above detection and recovery tests will prove useful in several of our subsequent examples. Second, we mention a possible variant of the above tests. As explained in the beginning of the section, our approach to the recovery problem is based on identifying a candidate for the transmitted signal using the condition (31). The following is an alternative condition. Given a noisy signal z ∈ R N we say that x ∈ X is a candidate if ∀y ∈ X \ {x} : f k (x, z) > f k (y, z) for all but finitely many k.
Again, we have the property that the number of candidates is necessarily either zero or one and we may define the recovery mapping T by T (z) = x if x is the (unique) candidate, and by T (z) = 0 if there are no candidates. This definition may seem more natural than (31) as it avoids the use of topology (except possibly in the choice of the f k ) and since it is formally stronger than (31) in the sense that if x is a candidate according to (31) then it is also a candidate according to (48). However, the main disadvantage of this definition is that it is not clear whether the resulting recovery mapping T is Borel measurable or even universally measurable, even when specializing to the choice (33) and assuming that X is Borel. A detection mapping of a similar nature may be defined as follows. Given a noisy signal z ∈ R N declare that it is pure noise if
This mapping has similar advantages and disadvantages as the above recovery mapping except that, while it is not clear whether it is Borel measurable, it is not difficult to check at least that the set of z which are not declared pure noise by it is an analytic set.
6. Spaces with unknown phase 6.1. In this section we consider signal spaces in which the amplitudes of the signals are known to the receiver. The amplitudes will be given by a sequence {σ n }, given in advance, and the signals differ solely in their signs, or phases in the complex case. It is natural to let {σ n } be positive numbers but the discussion below remains true for any complex numbers.
First, we discuss two representative examples:
(i) The "Rademacher space" consisting of signals x of the form x n = ±σ n , with all possible choices of signs allowed.
(ii) The "Walsh space", also consisting of signals x of the form x n = ±σ n , but allowing only a restricted set of possibilities for the signs. The signals are parametrized by all sequences ε = (ε j ) j 0 with ε j = ±1. To define x(ε) we represent each integer n 0 with its binary expansion
and let x n (ε) = σ n ε j where the product is over all j such that n j = 0.
The following theorem shows that the conditions for detection and recovery are rather different in these two examples. 
while recovery is not possible unless the {σ n } are all zero.
(ii) Suppose the absolute values {|σ n |} are non-increasing. There exist absolute constants 0 < a < b < ∞ such that, if lim sup
is larger than b then recovery is possible in the Walsh space, while if this limit is smaller than a then detection is impossible.
The theorem and the remarks after Proposition 5.3 imply the existence of a space of signals X with the property that δX admits recovery for large δ and does not admit detection for small δ, e.g., one may take the Walsh space with σ n = 1/ √ n + 1. Another example of this transition, with an explicit calculation of the critical δ and a broader discussion, is presented in Section 7. Such a threshold phenomenon is not available in the Rademacher space.
The result about detection in the Rademacher space extends to the larger space of signals {x : |x n | σ n for all n}, where in this case we take σ n 0. This is proved in Proposition 6.2 below. It is interesting to compare this also with the space {x : x n σ n for all n}, in which there is no absolute value on x n , where the condition for detection is σ 2 n = ∞. An explicit detection function for this case arises by replacing {x n } with {σ n } in (26).
Finally, observe that in a space with known amplitudes, a necessary condition for both detection and recovery is |σ n | 2 = ∞, and that under this condition recovery implies detection by Proposition 5.2.
6.2.
The above examples can be seen as special cases of the following setup. Let {ϕ n } be a sequence of functions defined on a set Ω. We consider the space consisting of signals {x(ω)}, parametrized by ω ∈ Ω, defined by
In our examples, the ϕ n have modulus one and hence play the role of phases. However, this restriction is sometimes relaxed below. The Rademacher space corresponds to the case where {ϕ n } are the Rademacher functions {r n }, n 0, defined as the coordinate functions on the product space Ω = {−1, 1} ∞ . The Walsh space is obtained by taking {ϕ n } to be the Walsh functions {w n }, n 0, defined by w n (ω) = r j (ω), where the product is over those j such that the n j in the expansion (49) are non-zero.
We consider two additional examples which form trigonometric counterparts to the above spaces:
(i) The "trigonometric space" obtained by taking the trigonometric system ϕ n (t) = e 2πint , n ∈ Z, on the circle T.
(ii) The "lacunary space" obtained by taking ϕ n (t) = e 2πi2 n t , n 0, a lacunary subsequence of the trigonometric system.
The trigonometric space is, in a sense, a counterpart to the Walsh space. Indeed, in both systems {ϕ n } are the continuous characters of a compact group, the Walsh functions for the Cantor group {−1, 1} ∞ and the trigonometric functions for the circle group T. Similarly, the lacunary space is a trigonometric counterpart to the Rademacher space. It is obtained as a lacunary subsequence of the trigonometric system, whereas the Rademacher functions can be seen as a lacunary subsequence of the Walsh system, r n = w 2 n .
One motivation for considering these spaces comes from the following interpretation. Suppose that {σ n } are the Fourier coefficients of an object µ on the circle T (say, a function or a measure). Then the trigonometric space consists exactly of the Fourier transforms of the rotations of µ by all possible angles. Thus, the receiver seeks to recover the unknown rotation from the noisy signal. The Walsh space example admits a similar interpretation as Walsh transforms of the translates of an object, however, not on the circle group T but rather on the Cantor group {−1, 1} ∞ .
The results stated in Theorem 6.1 are true also for the trigonometric and lacunary spaces. Precisely, the theorem is true exactly as stated with the words "Rademacher" replaced by "lacunary", and "Walsh" replaced by "trigonometric". In addition, in the trigonometric case, since signals are indexed by Z, we need to take the sum in (51) running over |n| < k, and to interpret the non-increasing condition as meaning that |σ n+1 | |σ n | for n 0 and |σ n−1 | |σ n | for n 0.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proofs. In fact, some of the results hold in greater generality, as seen below.
6.3.
We start by establishing the non-detection results for the Rademacher and lacunary spaces under the assumption |σ n | 4 < ∞. In both cases we use the general non-detection condition of Theorem 3.1.
For the Rademacher space, we let P be the uniform measure on Ω = {−1, 1} ∞ . Let ω, ω ′ ∈ Ω be sampled independently according to P. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that
where the {r n } are the Rademacher functions. Since {r n (ω)r n (ω ′ } are independent random variables, each distributed uniformly on {−1, 1}, the above expression equals lim inf
Thus, since 1 2 (e x + e −x ) e x 2 /2 , x ∈ R, and |σ n | 4 < ∞, we deduce (53). For the lacunary space, letting P be the Lebesgue measure on T, the condition of Theorem 3.1 becomes
where
The assumption |σ n | 4 < ∞ implies, according to [24, Section V.8, Theorem 8.20] , the existence of µ > 0 small, not depending on k, such that
with C an absolute constant. This implies condition (55).
6.4.
In this section we prove a positive detection result, which applies in particular to the Rademacher and lacunary spaces. It is clear that recovery in these spaces is not possible since the spaces contain distinct elements whose difference is finitely supported (unless the σ n are all zero). Proof. The "only if" part follows from the non-detection result of the previous section for the Rademacher (or lacunary) space. It remains to prove the "if" part.
We may assume that σ n 1 for all n, since otherwise we can replace σ n by min(σ n , 1), thereby enlarging the space of signals. Below we consider, without loss of generality, the case that X is a space of complex-valued signals. One should keep in mind that this means taking complex-valued noise, i.e., the real and imaginary part of each ξ n are standard Gaussian random variables. Finally, we assume that the signals are indexed by the natural numbers.
The proof proceeds by analyzing an explicit detection algorithm. Let (N k ), k 1, be a strictly increasing sequence satisfying
For a sequence y, define
We define the detection map T by setting T (y) = 1 if S N k (y) 0 for infinitely many k, and T (y) = 0 otherwise. The map T is clearly Borel measurable. Our goal is to show that T ({ξ n }) = 0 almost surely and that for every x ∈ X , T ({x n + ξ n }) = 1 almost surely.
We start with the pure noise case. We have
Define the events A k := {S N k ({ξ n }) 0} for k 1. By Chebyshev's inequality and our assumption that 0 σ n 1, we have
Applying (56) we deduce that k P(A k ) < ∞ and hence only finitely many of the A k occur almost surely. Thus T ({ξ n }) = 0 almost surely, as required. We turn next to the noisy signal case. Fix x ∈ X . We have
where in the last inequality we have used our assumption that 0 σ n 1. Define the events B k := {S N k ({x n + ξ n }) 0} for k 1. As before, we apply Chebyshev's inequality to deduce
Applying (56) we conclude that k P(B k ) < ∞ and hence only finitely many of the B k occur almost surely. Thus T ({x n + ξ n }) = 1 almost surely, as required.
We remark that the detection algorithm used in the proof is based on the log-likelihood test to distinguish between the null hypothesis of the noisy signal distributed as pure noise and the alternative hypothesis of the noisy signal distributed as pure noise plus an independent sequence {X n }, where the {X n } are independent and each X n has the distribution of σ n times a standard Gaussian random variable.
6.5.
We now turn to analyze the Walsh and trigonometric spaces. Here we prove a rather general non-detection result which applies in particular to these spaces. Let X be the space of signals defined by (52). We assume that Ω is endowed with a measurable structure and a probability measure P, the {ϕ n }, n 1, are orthogonal with respect to P and |ϕ n (ω)| 1.
For the Walsh space, P will be the uniform measure on {−1, 1} ∞ while for the trigonometric space it will be the Lebesgue measure on T. The functions on these spaces are reordered so that the {ϕ n } are indexed by the natural numbers. 
then detection from the space X is impossible.
Proof. The result is obtained by applying the general non-detection condition of Theorem 3.1. Let x(ω), x(ω ′ ) be two random signals in X , obtained by sampling ω and ω ′ independently from P. For each k 1, define the random variable
Theorem 3.1 implies that detection from X is impossible if
To show this, we will estimate the tail probability P(|W k | > r). Choose a number a, greater than the limsup in (57) but smaller than 1, and fix m 0 large such that
We denote m(r) := exp(r/a), and let r 0 be such that m(r 0 ) = m 0 . Fix r r 0 and break up the sum defining W k as follows,
where it is understood that W ′′ k is zero if m(r) k. Using the assumption that |ϕ n | 1 we have
a log m(r) = r.
Thus, P(|W
We estimate the right-hand side using Markov's inequality and obtain
by the orthogonality of the {ϕ n }. Since {|σ n |} is non-increasing, we may apply (59) to deduce that |σ n | 2 a log n/n for n > m 0 . Thus,
for some absolute constant C > 0. Combining (60), (61) and (62) we conclude that P(|W k | > r + 1) Cr 2 e −r/a (r r 0 ).
Finally, since a < 1 and r 0 does not depend on k, this estimate implies condition (58), and the proposition follows.
We remark that the above method of bounding the tail probability of W k using an "ℓ 1 /ℓ 2 " splitting of the sum is adopted from the paper [16] of Montgomery-Smith.
We observe also that the non-increasing condition appearing in the proposition cannot be removed completely. To see this, consider the case of the Walsh space and the choice σ n = 0 if n is not a power of 2 and σ n = δ otherwise, where δ is a small positive constant. This choice of {σ n } satisfies the condition (57). However, the space defined by this choice is a Rademacher space, and hence admits detection by Theorem 6.1.
6.6. Finally, we prove our positive result on recovery in the Walsh and the trigonometric spaces. In both cases we rely on our general tests for recovery given in Section 5.2.
We require also the univariate case of the following lemma, a result due to Salem and Zygmund. The multivariate case will be useful later in the paper.
Lemma 6.4 (see [11] , p. 70). Let
be a trigonometric polynomial in d variables, where the ξ(n 1 , . . . , n d ) are independent standard Gaussian random variables. There is an absolute constant C such that
We start with the Walsh space. Assume that lim sup
Let x(ε) and x(ε ′ ) be two distinct elements in the Walsh space. We have
Choose i such that ε i = ε ′ i . Observe that if n and m differ only in the i'th bit in the expansion (49) then exactly one of (1 − n j =0 ε j ε ′ j ) and (1 − m j =0 ε j ε ′ j ) is 0 and the other is 2. Since |n − m| = 2 i and the {|σ n |} are non-increasing, it follows that
Hence, by pairing the summands in (65) according to this relation we obtain
Observe that C i depends only on i (and the sequence {σ n }).
We now check the conditions of Corollary 5.8. Choose an increasing sequence {k j } on which the limsup in (64) is attained. For each x(ε) and each i, define X
In addition, by (64) and (66),
for all but finitely many j. Combining (67) with (68) yields condition (41) of Corollary 5.8 and thus establishes recovery in the Walsh space. Now let X be the trigonometric space. We aim to use Theorem 5.6 to show that X admits recovery.
By evaluating a geometric series, for any real α we have
Let x(t), x(s) be two distinct elements in the trigonometric space. We have
Write d(t, s) := |1 − e 2πi(t−s) |, the Euclidean distance on the circle T. By partitioning the last sum into blocks of length L, using (69) and the fact that {|σ n |} is non-increasing we obtain
where C L depends only on L (and the sequence {σ n }). Let {k j } be an increasing sequence which will be chosen later. Define E δ (t) := {s ∈ T : d(s, t) δ} for t ∈ T. Observe that the distance d on T may be pushed forward to a distance on X by the mapping t → x(t), and the topology on X thus obtained is the same as the topology induced from the embedding of X in R N . Hence, by Theorem 5.6, it suffices (by continuity with respect to s) to show that for every t ∈ T, the following holds with probability one: for every s ∈ E δ (t),
for all but finitely many j,
To see this fix t ∈ T. Then, on the one hand, by (71) we have
provided that we take L = L(δ) sufficiently large. On the other hand,
By the Salem-Zygmund Lemma 6.4 (with d = 1) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma, this supremum is almost surely bounded by
for all but finitely many j, where C is an absolute constant. Thus, condition (72) is satisfied with probability one for all s ∈ E δ , as long as
We assume that the limit in (51) is greater than 4C 2 . This allows us to choose a sequence {k j } so that (73) is satisfied. Finally, by taking a sequence of δ's tending to zero, and applying the above argument to each element in the sequence, we conclude that condition (72) holds for any s ∈ T, s = t. This proves that the trigonometric space admits recovery. We end this section with the following remark concerning the role of the non-increasing condition in our positive results. It is not difficult to see that this condition cannot be removed completely from the results on recovery. E.g., for the Walsh space, if σ n = 0 for all n which are not a power of 2 (and {σ n } is not identically zero), then the space contains two distinct signals whose difference is finitely supported. However, it turns out that for these spaces to admit detection, the condition that the limit in (51) is sufficiently large suffices even without the requirement that the {σ n } be non-increasing. This follows very similarly to the above arguments using the results of Section 5.2. We omit the details.
7. Detecting a trail on a tree 7.1. Let G = (V, E) be the graph of an infinite rooted binary tree. We define a space of signals X whose index set is the set E. In other words, a signal in X is an assignment of numbers to the edges of the infinite tree. Let E be the set of branches of the tree, i.e., E is the set of infinite simple paths which start at the root of the tree, where we consider each such path as a collection of edges. For each path p ∈ E we let x(p) ∈ {0, 1} E be defined by
and let X be the space of all such x(p). In this section we investigate the detection and recovery problems in the spaces δX . The following theorem establishes the existence of a non-trivial threshold for these problems. (i) If δ √ 2 log 2, the space δX admits recovery.
(ii) If δ < √ 2 log 2, the space δX does not admit detection.
The detection part of this theorem appeared before in the work of [1] , albeit with different terminology, along with results for other graphs G.
We can view the above result in terms of having a critical "signal-to-noise" ratio for detection and recovery from the space X . Indeed, as mentioned in Section 5, if δx ∈ δX is the transmitted signal and z = δx + ξ is its observed noisy version, then
δ ξ is a noisy version of x, in which the noise in each coordinate has variance 1 δ 2 . Thus, investigating detection and recovery in the spaces δX is equivalent to investigating detection and recovery in the space X subject to different noise levels. The above result shows that for the space X there exists a "critical" variance for the noise, below which recovery is possible and above which even detection is impossible. Other examples of such phenomena may be obtained from the results of Section 6.
One may use the space X to obtain examples of spaces with different critical "signal-to-noise" ratios for the detection and recovery problems. This follows from Proposition 5.4 by considering spaces of the form δ 1 X × δ 2 X .
The spaces δX with δ < √ 2 log 2 also provide an example of spaces in which the difference between any two distinct signals is not in ℓ p for any p < ∞, and yet recovery is impossible.
One can also use the spaces δX to obtain a space of complex signals which admits recovery (under complex noise), in which neither the real nor imaginary parts admit detection. To see this, one may consider X ′ ⊆ C V defined by X ′ := {y : ∃x ∈ δX , Re(y) = Im(y) = x} for some fixed √ log 2 δ < √ 2 log 2. Theorem 7.1 shows that detection is impossible from either the real or imaginary parts of X ′ . However, recovery from X ′ is possible since if x is the transmitted signal and z is its noisy version, we may obtain a noisy version of √ 2x by taking
. From this noisy version we may recover x, again by Theorem 7.1.
Theorem 7.1 is an immediate consequence of the next three lemmas.
Lemma 7.2. For each δ > 0, the space δX admits detection if and only if it admits recovery.
Proof. Fix δ > 0. Since δX ∩ ℓ 2 = ∅, it follows from Proposition 5.2 that if δX admits recovery then it also admits detection. Now suppose that δX admits detection. Let x(p) ∈ δX and let z be its noisy version. Denote by z ℓ the restriction of z to the left sub-tree of G and by z r the restriction to the right sub-tree. Assume without loss of generality that the first step of the path p is to the left sub-tree of G. Since the left sub-tree is isomorphic to the entire tree, it follows that z ℓ is distributed as a noisy version of the signal x(p ′ ), with p ′ the path obtained by following p from its second step. Similarly, it follows that z r is distributed as pure noise on the whole of E. Thus, applying the detection algorithm for δX to both z ℓ and z r will recover the fact that the first step of p was to the left sub-tree. Proceeding in the same manner iteratively allows to recover all steps of p.
We proceed to establish the impossibility of detection from δX for δ < √ 2 log 2. It turns out that applying Theorem 3.1 does not suffice for this purpose, see Lemma 7.5 below. Thus we employ a more precise analysis. We make use of the following definition: For h 0, let G h = (V h , E h ) be the induced subgraph of G on vertices at distance at most h from the root (so that G h is a binary tree with 2 h leaves).
Lemma 7.3. The space δX does not admit detection if δ < √ 2 log 2.
Proof. Let P be the "uniform" probability measure on paths p ∈ E, i.e., the measure induced by choosing each step left or right uniformly and independently. An inspection of the proof of Theorem 3.1 (see the remark at the end of Section 3.2) reveals that to show non-detection, it suffices to show that the martingale
is uniformly integrable, where ξ is the noise sequence, S p,h is the sum of the ξ variables along the path p from the root to level h and E p denotes expectation with respect to p. This martingale was investigated by Biggins [3] (see also [15] ) in the more general context of branching random walk (where the tree itself is random, forming a Galton-Watson process, and the variables on the edges have a general distribution). In [3, Lemma 5], Biggins gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the uniform integrability which we now describe in our setting. Let Z be a standard normal random variable and define
Since m 1 (δ) and m 2 (δ) are smooth functions of δ, the criterion in [3] says that (f h ) is uniformly integrable if and only if E |f 1 log f 1 | < ∞ and m(δ) exp(−δm ′ (δ)/m(δ)) > 1. The first condition is easily seen to hold for all δ (e.g., since E f 2 1 < ∞ for all δ), whereas the second holds exactly when δ < √ 2 log 2. Thus the lemma follows.
We proceed to establish the recovery criterion for the spaces δX . It is possible to use the general tests of Section 5.2 for these spaces, however, such tests do not establish the recovery all the way to the threshold √ 2 log 2. Hence we use an ad-hoc recovery algorithm.
Lemma 7.4. The space δX admits recovery if δ √ 2 log 2.
Proof. By Lemma 7.2 it suffices to show that δX admits detection when δ √ 2 log 2. Fix such a δ and define the detection map T as follows: For each p ∈ E, let S p,h (z) be the sum of the values of z along the path p from the root to level h. Set T (z) = 1 if max p∈E S p,h 3 (z) δh 3 for infinitely many h, and otherwise set T (z) = 0. It is not difficult to check that T is Borel measurable. We need to show that if z is a noisy version of a signal in δX then T (z) = 1 with probability one, and that if z is pure noise then T (z) = 0 with probability one.
We start with the pure noise case. In this case, for every p ∈ E, S p,h (z) is distributed as a centered normal random variable with variance h. Thus
for some absolute constant C > 0, and hence by a union bound,
Thus the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that max p∈E S p,h 3 < δh 3 for all but finitely many h with probability one, establishing that T (z) = 0 almost surely.
Next, we consider the case that z is a noisy version of a signal δx(p) ∈ δX . In this case, the process S p,h (z) − δh, indexed by h, forms a random walk with increments distributed as standard normal random variables. Thus the Hewitt-Savage 0-1 law implies that lim sup h→∞ S p,h 3 (z) − δh 3 is almost surely constant. Since the increments are symmetric and non-degenerate, we must have that this constant is ∞. Thus T (z) = 1 almost surely.
7.3.
We now show that the sufficient condition for non-detection given by Theorem 3.1 is not sharp in general, by proving that it does not give the sharp threshold √ 2 log 2 for detection in the spaces δX . Indeed, the most it can yield, by using the "uniform" measure on X , is that δX does not admit detection when δ < √ log 2.
Lemma 7.5. For any probability measure P on X and any δ √ log 2 we have
when x(p) and x(q) are sampled independently from P .
Proof. For paths p, q ∈ E define N (p, q) to be the number of edges common to p and q. Let ∂V h be the 2 h edges of E h incident to the leaves of the truncated tree G h . Observe that if x(p) and x(q) are sampled independently from any probability measure P on X then
by the fact that e∈∂V h P(e ∈ p) = 1 and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Thus,
which tends to infinity as h → ∞, when δ √ log 2.
8. Almost periodic and polynomial phase functions 8.1. The space of almost periodic functions on Z may be defined as the uniform closure (i.e., closure in the ℓ ∞ norm) of the linear combinations of functions of the form e 2πinθ , θ ∈ T. This is a translation-invariant algebra of functions which we denote by AP. In this section we show that the space of almost periodic functions admits recovery, thus proving Theorem 1.6.
In addition, we briefly consider the space of polynomial phase functions. Following [7] we denote this space by W (after Weyl). It is defined as the uniform closure of the linear combinations of functions on Z of the form e 2πip(n) , where p(x) is a real polynomial. This is a translation-invariant algebra of functions, which contains the almost periodic functions. We leave open the question of whether W admits recovery but give some motivation for why this may be the case.
We shall consider complex-valued noise since our spaces contain complex-valued signals.
8.2. Recovery of almost periodic functions. Proof of Theorem 1.6. In this section we describe a Borel measurable recovery mapping for the space AP of almost periodic functions.
The "mean value" of a function f may be defined as the limit M {f (n)} := lim
This limit exists for any f ∈ AP. This is easy to see directly when f has the form e 2πinθ , θ ∈ T (in fact, the limit equals 0 unless θ = 0). It then extends simply to linear combinations of such functions and finally to the whole space AP, as the uniform closure of these linear combinations.
Since AP is an algebra, the latter implies that
also exist, for any f, g ∈ AP. In Section 8.5 below we show that the above limits exist also in the larger space W . Define the auto-correlation mapping
where we set A k (g) = 0 if the limit in the definition of M does not exist. Define inductively the mapping, for j 1 and g ∈ C Z ,
where we set L j (g) = 0 if there is no k satisfying the condition. By the translation invariance of AP it suffices to present a recovery mapping for the central element of the transmitted signal. We define this recovery mapping by
where again, we set T (g) = 0 if the above limit does not exist. The mapping T , as well as A k and L j , are easily seen to be Borel measurable. It remains to prove that for every f ∈ AP we have T (f + ξ) = f (0) almost surely. We make use of the well-known fact that a function f is almost periodic if and only if for every ε > 0 there exists a syndetic set (M j ) ⊂ Z of ε-almost periods (see, e.g., [13, Chapter 5] ). Here, a syndetic set is a set with bounded gaps and an integer M is called an ε-almost period if
The following sequence of lemmas concludes the proof.
Lemma 8.1. For each f ∈ AP and each integer k, almost surely,
Proof. Fix f ∈ AP and k ∈ Z. Let g := f + ξ. Observe that
Thus it suffices to show that, almost surely,
and
We start with g 2 . Since f ∈ ℓ ∞ it follows that for any ε > 0 and all N 1,
for some constant C(f ). Thus, the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that M {g 2 } = 0 almost surely. A similar argument shows that M {g 3 } = 0 almost surely.
It remains to show that (78) occurs almost surely. If k = 0 we have g 4 (n) = |ξ(n)| 2 and hence M {g 4 } = 2 almost surely by the strong law of large numbers, upon recalling that E |ξ(n)| 2 = 2 (since we have complex-valued noise). If k = 0 we may write
Then, by considering for each fixed r the limit of the expression inside the outer sum, we conclude that M {g 4 } = 0 almost surely by the strong law of large numbers.
Lemma 8.2. For f ∈ AP and j 0 define inductively
Proof. First, note that the limit in the definition of A k (f ) exists for all k since M {f (n)} exists for all f ∈ AP and the almost periodic functions form an algebra. Next, observe that for any k,
Also, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies that |A k (f )| A 0 (f ). Thus, recalling that f has a syndetic set of ε-almost periods for every ε implies that the minimum in (79) is taken over a non-empty set. In addition, we conclude that
Let us denote by z j the function {f (n) − f (n + L ′ j (f ))}. We may interpret (80) as saying that the z j converge to zero in mean energy. We wish to conclude from this that they also tend to zero in the uniform norm. This may be deduced, for instance, using the following well-known characterization of almost-periodic functions. A function f is almost-periodic if and only if the set of its translates (f (· − k)) is precompact in ℓ ∞ [17, Remark 1.8, p. 139].
Lemma 8.3. The recovery mapping defined by (77) satisfies that for each f ∈ AP, almost surely,
Proof. Fix f ∈ AP and set g := f + ξ. Recalling the definitions of L j (g) and L ′ j (f ) from (76) and (79), and putting together Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 we see that, almost surely,
In particular, the L j (g) are independent of ξ. Since the L j (g) are also strictly increasing, Lemma 8.2 and the strong law of large numbers imply that
establishing the lemma.
Polynomial phase functions.
In the rest of the section we discuss the space W of polynomial phase functions. We explain how a polynomial phase function f ∈ W is uniquely determined by a certain set of parameters, and how these parameters may be recovered almost surely from a noisy version of f . This falls short of providing a measurable recovery mapping for W since it is not clear how to measurably recover f from its parameter set. However, it gives some indication that the space W should admit recovery.
The following pair of lemmas summarize our results.
where p(x) goes through all real polynomials.
Lemma 8.5. For any f ∈ W we have, almost surely, that
simultaneously for all real polynomials p(x).
Preliminary results.
We rely on the following results.
Theorem 8.6 (Weyl [23] ). If p(x) is a real polynomial with at least one coefficient other than the constant term irrational, then the sequence {p(n)} is equidistributed modulo one.
Theorem 8.7 (Furstenberg [7] ). Let p 1 (x), . . . , p k (x) be real polynomials. For any ε > 0, the set of integers n satisfying simultaneously
is syndetic (i.e. has bounded gaps).
For more details on these theorems we refer to the book [7] (see pp. 31 and 69).
The "mean value" of a function f , defined by (74), exists for any f ∈ W . To see this, suppose first that f (n) has the form e 2πip(n) , where p(x) is a real polynomial. If p(x) has at least one coefficient other than the constant term irrational, then Theorem 8.6 implies that M {f (n)} exists and is equal to zero. If p(x) has only rational coefficients (except for, possibly, the constant term) then f (n) is a periodic function, and it follows again that M {f (n)} exists. This extends easily to linear combinations of functions of the form e 2πip(n) and finally to the uniform closure of these functions, namely to the whole space W .
Since W is an algebra, the latter implies that the limits in (75) also exist, for any f, g ∈ W .
Lemma 8.8. If f ∈ W and is not identically zero, then M {|f (n)| 2 } is non-zero.
Proof. By translation invariance we may suppose that f (0) = 0. Given δ > 0 we can find an element g ∈ W of the form
and such that f − g ∞ < δ. Given ε > 0 we use Theorem 8.7 to find a syndetic set A ⊂ Z such that (82) is satisfied for each n ∈ A. It follows that
If we choose ε = ε(δ, g) small enough, this implies that |f (n) − f (0)| < 3δ for n ∈ A. If δ = δ(f ) is also chosen sufficiently small, it follows that |f (n)| is bounded away from zero on a syndetic set, and so M {|f (n)| 2 } cannot vanish.
Proof of Lemma 8.4.
Suppose that the lemma is not true, then there exists a function f ∈ W not identically zero, such that all the values (81) vanish. Given δ > 0 we can find an element g ∈ W of the form (83) and such that f − g ∞ < δ. We have
According to Lemma 8.8, M {|f (n)| 2 } is non-zero, so if we choose δ small enough this implies that M {f (n)g(n)} is also non-zero. But, on the other hand, M {f (n)g(n)} is a finite linear combination of values of the form (81), hence it must vanish, a contradiction.
8.6. Proof of Lemma 8.5. Fix f ∈ W . Given a real polynomial
with vanishing constant term, we consider the finite averages
Let g := f + ξ denote a noisy version of f , then we have
We may view the last term
as a random trigonometric polynomial in d variables a 1 , . . . , a d . We wish to apply Lemma 6.4 to it. This trigonometric polynomial has the form (63), with the coefficients c(n 1 , . . . , n d ) being zero unless the vector (n 1 , . . . , n d ) is of the form (n, n 2 , . . . , n d ), |n| N . We may therefore apply Lemma 6.4 with, say, K = N d+1 . The lemma shows that, with probability at least 1−N −2(d+1) e −d , we have
where the supremum is taken over all real polynomials p(x) with vanishing constant term and with degree not greater than d. Using the Borel-Cantelli lemma, and since every polynomial has a finite degree, this implies that the condition
is satisfied with probability one (also for polynomials with non-vanishing constant term, certainly). Hence M N (g, p) and M N (f, p) both converge to the same value, namely to the value (81), simultaneously for all real polynomials p(x).
Alternative models
In this section we provide a brief discussion of some variations on our setup. We consider the effect of having noise distributions other than the Gaussian and touch briefly on two alternative models for the detection and recovery concepts.
9.1. Alternative noise distributions. In this section we comment briefly on the situation when the noise sequence (ξ n ) is independent and identically distributed with a distribution other than the Gaussian. We denote the common distribution of ξ n by µ. We focus on the case that the signals and noise are real-valued. 9.1.1. Simple necessary conditions. As mentioned in the introduction, a necessary condition for detection under Gaussian noise is that
and this condition is also sufficient when X is countable. Shepp [19] considered a general noise distribution µ and investigated the singularity of the measures of ξ and x + ξ for a fixed sequence x. The results of [19] imply the following.
(i) Condition (84) remains necessary for detection under any noise distribution µ.
(ii) If µ has finite Fisher information, that is, if µ is absolutely continuous and its density f is almost everywhere positive, locally absolutely continuous and satisfies
then condition (84) is sufficient for detection when X is countable.
(iii) If µ does not have finite Fisher information, then there exists some signal x / ∈ ℓ 2 such that the space X = {x} does not admit detection.
Similar statements follow for the recovery problem with respect to the condition (X −X )∩ℓ 2 = {0}.
To illustrate what may replace condition (84) when the measure µ does not have finite Fisher information one may consider the case that µ is the uniform measure on [−1, 1]. For this noise distribution, the distributions of the signals ξ and x + ξ, for a fixed sequence x, are singular if and only if either sup |x n | 2 or
This may be verified using Kakutani's dichotomy for product measures [12] (see also the version [19, Theorem 2] ). It follows that the space X = {x} admits detection, when µ is uniform on [−1, 1], if and only if condition (85) is satisfied. That is, the ℓ 2 condition (84) is replaced by an ℓ ∞ and an ℓ 1 condition. 9.1.2. Convolution of two noise distributions. Suppose the distribution µ can be written as a convolution of two distributions µ 1 and µ 2 . Then any space X which does not admit detection under µ 1 or µ 2 does not admit detection also under µ. To see this, informally, suppose X admits detection under µ. Then one may use the following detection algorithm to show that X admits detection under µ 1 , say. Upon receiving a signal with noise having distribution µ 1 , one may add to it an additional, independent, noise with the distribution µ 2 and then apply the detection algorithm corresponding to µ. A formal argument along these lines may be obtained as in the proof of Proposition 5.3. A similar statement is true for the recovery problem.
This remark may be particularly useful for noise distributions µ which are the convolution of the standard Gaussian distribution with another distribution. For such noises, we may apply directly the non-detection and non-recovery results of this paper. Observe that this class of noises includes distributions with heavy tails but excludes distributions with bounded support. 9.1.3. A condition for non-detection. The non-detection condition given by Theorem 3.1 has the following analogue for general noise distributions.
Theorem 9.1. Let X be a Borel subset of R N . Let µ be an absolutely continuous distribution with an almost everywhere positive density f . Suppose that there is a probability measure P on X such that
where {x n } and {y n } are sampled independently from P . Then X does not admit detection under the noise distribution µ. This is proved in the same way as Theorem 3.1. 9.1.4. Critical signal-to-noise ratio. An interesting phenomenon present for the Gaussian noise distribution is that of the critical "signal-to-noise" ratio, as presented, for instance, in Theorem 7.1. It turns out that this phenomenon is present for a rather large class of noise distributions, as the following result shows.
Theorem 9.2. Let X be the space presented in Section 7. Let µ be an arbitrary distribution.
(i) There exists a δ 0 (µ) > 0 such that for any δ δ 0 (µ) the space δX admits recovery under the noise distribution µ.
(ii) Suppose that µ is absolutely continuous with an almost everywhere positive density f . If δ satisfies
then the space δX does not admit detection under the noise distribution µ.
We remark that for many natural distributions, such as the Cauchy or Gaussian distribution, condition (87) is satisfied for all δ in some open interval containing 0. Asking condition (87) to be satisfied in a neighborhood of 0 bears some resemblance to having finite Fisher information although neither condition implies the other (in one direction consider a density proportional to exp(− exp(x 2 )) and in the other direction consider a discontinuous density).
Proof. We start with part (i). Fix a > 0 such that
Define δ 0 (µ) by the condition that for any δ δ 0 (µ),
It suffices to show that δX admits detection if δ δ 0 (µ) since it will then follow that δX admits recovery by the argument of Lemma 7.2. Recall the definition of the space X from Section 7 and, in particular, the definition of E as the set of branches of the underlying binary tree. Denote by z the noisy signal. Define the detection map T as follows: For each branch p ∈ E and h 1 consider the elements of z along the branch p from the root to level h. Set S p,h (z) to be the number of these elements which are larger or equal to a. Set T (z) = 1 if there exists a p ∈ E such that S p,h (z) h/2 for all but finitely many values of h. Otherwise set T (z) = 0.
To check the validity of this detection map suppose first that z is a noisy version of the signal corresponding to the path p ∈ E. Then S p,h (z) is a sum of h independent Bernoulli random variables, each with probability at least 2/3 to be 1, by (89). Thus, the strong law of large numbers implies that S p,h (z) h/2 for all but finitely many h, so that T (z) = 1 almost surely. Now suppose that z is pure noise. Then, for any path p ∈ E and any h 1, S p,h (z) is a sum of h independent Bernoulli random variables, each with probability at most 1/5 to be 1, by (88). By a union bound, the chance that there exists a path p ∈ E such that S p,h (z) h/2 is at most (4/5) h . Thus, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, T (z) = 0 almost surely.
We continue with part (ii). We wish to use Theorem 9.1. Let P be the measure induced on signals in δX by choosing a path p ∈ E according to the "uniform" measure on paths, as in the proof of Lemma 7.3. Denote by E h the set of edges of the underlying tree up to level h. By Theorem 9.1 it suffices to show that
where {x e } and {y e } are sampled independently from P . Recall that x e , y e ∈ {0, δ}. Thus, if either x e or y e equals zero we have
It follows that
where N (x, y) is the number of edges common to the paths defining x and y. Thus, noting that P(N (x, y) = k) = 2 −(k+1) we deduce that for any δ satisfying (87),
Thus, for these δ, Theorem 9.1 implies that δX does not admit detection.
The proof used the fact that detection implies recovery for the space X , by the arguments of Lemma 7.2. The converse is also true. Indeed, as in Proposition 5.2, one need only exhibit a recovery mapping for each of the two-point spaces X p := {0, x(p)}, p ∈ E, with this mapping depending measurably on x(p). This reduces to distinguishing a non-zero constant signal from the zero signal, which is certainly possible under any noise distribution.
Our methods do not show the existence of a threshold δ c (µ) such that δX admits recovery if δ > δ c (µ) and does not admit detection if δ < δ c (µ). However, for noise distributions which are part of a semigroup, such as the Cauchy distribution, one may deduce the existence of such a threshold from the remarks in Section 9.1.2 together with the fact that detection and recovery are equivalent for the spaces δX .
9.2. Uniform recovery and detection. According to our definitions, for X to admit recovery via the map T we require that for every x ∈ X , T (x + ξ) = x almost surely. Thus, we allow an exceptional set of probability zero of noises on which the recovery may fail, and this exceptional set may depend on the signal x being recovered. One may also consider a uniform version of the recovery problem, in which the exceptional set is required to be the same for all possible signals. In other words, one may ask that with probability one, the recovery mapping succeeds for all signals x ∈ X simultaneously. We focus on the real-valued case.
Definition. Let I be a countable set. We say that a space X ⊆ R I admits uniform recovery if there exists a Borel measurable function T : R I → R I with the property that, almost surely, T (x + ξ) = x for all x ∈ X .
For this definition to make sense we need that the set of ξ for which T (x + ξ) = x for all x ∈ X be measurable. We note that when the space X is Borel, this set is co-analytic and hence universally measurable.
Certainly, to admit uniform recovery is a more stringent requirement than to admit (nonuniform) recovery. We point out, however, that linear recovery maps work equally well for both notions. Here, by a linear recovery map we mean a recovery map T for which there exists a set A of noises having probability one such that T (x + ξ) = T (x) + T (ξ) for all x ∈ X , ξ ∈ A. Several of the recovery maps introduced earlier are of this type, including the maps used in Section 4 for recovery of Fourier transforms of measures, both with known and with unknown support, and including the recovery map in Lemma 8.5 for the parameters (81) of polynomial phase functions.
It is natural to ask whether our two notions of recovery in fact coincide. We do not answer this question here, but show that the answer is negative in the context of the detection problem.
Definition. Let I be a countable set. We say that a space X ⊆ R I admits uniform detection if there exists a Borel measurable function T : R I → {0, 1} satisfying that, almost surely, T (ξ) = 0 and T (x + ξ) = 1 for all x ∈ X . Again, we emphasize that this definition differs from our standard one in that we require that with probability one, the detection map succeeds for all x ∈ X .
For c > 0, define
The following theorem shows that for 0 < c 2, detection in X c is possible whereas uniform detection is not. (i) c>0 X c admits (non-uniform) detection.
(ii) c>2 X c admits uniform detection.
(iii) For 0 < c 2, X c does not admit uniform detection. For the last part of the theorem, we require the following lemma.
Proof of parts (i) and (ii)
Lemma 9.4. For each 0 c 2, there exists a random vector (ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) satisfying:
(i) Each of ξ 1 and ξ 2 is a (real-valued) standard normal random variable.
(ii) E(ξ 1 − ξ 2 ) 2 = c 2 .
Proof. Let ξ 1 be a standard normal random variable and define ξ 2 := ξ 1 , |ξ 1 | t −ξ 1 , |ξ 1 | < t where 0 t ∞. It is straightforward to check that ξ 2 is a standard normal random variable, and that for an appropriate t = t(c) we may achieve E(ξ 1 − ξ 2 ) 2 = c 2 .
Proof of part (iii) of Theorem 9.3. Fix 0 < c 2. Let T : R N → {0, 1} be a Borel measurable mapping and assume, in order to obtain a contradiction, that X c admits uniform detection via T . Consider independent copies (ξ 1 n , ξ 2 n ), n ∈ N, of the random vector of Lemma 9.4 for this c. By our assumption, we have almost surely that T (ξ 1 ) = 0 and T (x + ξ 2 ) = 1 for all x ∈ X c .
However, ξ 1 − ξ 2 ∈ X c almost surely by the law of large numbers. This is a contradiction, since letting x = ξ 1 − ξ 2 we see that T (x + ξ 2 ) = T (ξ 1 ) = 0. Since T is arbitrary, this finishes the proof of the theorem.
9.3. Partial Recovery. When a space X does not admit recovery, one may ask instead for a weaker property, that there exists a mapping T taking the noisy signal to a signal which is "close" to the original transmitted signal. In this section we consider a rather weak notion of "closeness", that the recovered signal be close to the transmitted signal in "mean energy". We show that even for this weak notion, recovery is not always possible.
We again focus on the real-valued case and fix the index set of the signals to be N. (this is sometimes called the Besicovitch distance, see [2] ). This "distance" satisfies the triangle inequality, but d(x, y) = 0 does not imply x = y. In particular, d(x, y) = 0 whenever x n − y n tends to zero with n. We will refer to d(x, y) as the mean energy distance between x and y.
Definition. We say that a space X ⊆ R N admits recovery up to mean energy c (c 0) if there exists a Borel measurable function T : R N → R N such that for each x ∈ X , d(T (x + ξ), x) c almost surely.
Observe that, by the strong law of large numbers, for every signal x ∈ R I , d(x + ξ, x) = 1 almost surely. Thus recovery up to mean energy c = 1 is always possible, by taking T to be the identity mapping. The following theorem shows that there exist signal spaces for which this cannot be significantly improved.
Theorem 9.5. Let X = {−1, 1} N . There is a positive constant c such that X does not admit recovery up to mean energy c.
We will need the existence of the following coupling. (ii) Each of ξ 1 and ξ 2 is a (real-valued) standard normal random variable.
is possible and create from it a sequence of spaces X n , with signals in X n having only n coordinates, such that X n tends to X in some sense as n tends to infinity. Then one may try to investigate the probability of recovery from the spaces X n when n is large.
It is not clear what the appropriate way to define X n should be. To give an example, let X be the space of all periodic signals in R N , which certainly admits recovery. One may naively define X n to be the space of all signals in R n obtained as the first n coordinates of a signal in X . However, with this definition X n = R n and no useful recovery is possible. To remedy this, one may choose a function f : N → N which tends to infinity and limit X n to the set of vectors of the first n coordinates of periodic signals with period at most f (n). Such a definition, although useful, is not unique as it depends on the choice of f and it is not clear how to generalize it for other spaces X .
A related subject for investigation is the complexity of recovery from the spaces X n , that is, how many operations are required in a recovery algorithm for X n . The analogous questions for the detection problem are also of interest.
Critical phenomena. Several of our results are of the following type. If a certain parameter σ(X) of the signal space X exceeds a bound σ 1 then X admits recovery while if σ(X) is smaller than another bound σ 0 then X does not even admit detection. It is of interest to investigate further the critical or near-critical cases, when σ 0 σ(X) σ 1 .
One example is furnished by Theorem 4.2. Let F α consist of the Fourier transforms of all finite, complex measures µ, such that µ is carried by a Borel set of Hausdorff dimension α. Does F α admit recovery or detection when α = 1/2? Is there a finer Hausdorff gauge function (that is, refining the Hausdorff dimension) which captures the critical phenomenon better?
Similarly, let X be a Walsh space with non-increasing amplitudes {|σ n |} as in part (ii) of Theorem 6.1. Denote by σ(X ) the quantity in (51). Is there a critical threshold σ c , independent of X , such that X admits recovery when σ(X ) > σ c and does not even admit detection when σ(X ) < σ c ? If so, what happens when σ(X ) = σ c ?
Polynomial phase functions. Does the space of polynomial phase functions admit recovery? Some indication that the answer is positive is provided in Section 8.
Monotonicity in strength of noise. It was shown in Proposition 5.3 that if X admits detection (or recovery) then so does cX for any c 1. Let X := {cx : x ∈ X , c 1}.
Is it also the case that if X admits detection then so doesX ? One difficulty here is thatX is an uncountable union of spaces of the form cX so that we cannot use Proposition 5.1. On the one hand, detection fromX may not be harder than from X since the signals inX are "amplified". On the other hand, detection may be more difficult due to the fact that the "amplification factor" is unknown to the receiver.
Similarly, one may ask for a space X admitting detection whether X := {{c n x n } : x ∈ X , c n 1} also admits detection. Observe thatX does not admit recovery since the necessary condition (1) is violated. Stronger necessary conditions. Can one strengthen the necessary condition for detection given by (2) in any way? For instance, is it the case that any space X ⊆ R N admitting detection possesses a decomposition X = ∪X j satisfying for each j, lim A similar question may be asked for the necessary condition for recovery given by (1) .
